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Did you face difficulty in house cleaning?This book will enlighten you on how the traditional ways
of doing chores was never the right ways of doing it. What this book is about to show you are
with chores problem and ways to solve it with instructional form. With exploit of tips and tricks
available, highly recommended steps with precaution of doing thing safely will not be less
expected from this book. Teenagers can even help their family to do house chores the easiest
way they want in order to get the chores done fast yet safe and to continue with their favorite
gadgets of all time.Have you planned your house cleaning?- Types of Cleaning Task Schedule;-
Proper Cleaning Tools;- Upper-to-Lower rule;- Common Distraction;- Appropriate Uniform;- Pack
and Organize the tools;- Multitasking;- Arrange your Furniture or Stuff.Recommended Books for
Commonly House Cleaning ProblemsThis is the good book recommended to housewife,
househusband, teenagers, or even kids. Kids and teenagers with parent guidance will be
exploited to starts their first easiest experience in doing house chores with guides. With that
being said, they eventually can cast these useful tips and tricks to practically lend their helping
hands to their parents. Important that nowadays to trigger their first time experience in house
chores helps to develop their skills that traditional hard ways will be replaced with modern simple
tricks that this books can provide.Get this book, Now, Now, Now!Easier to said than done, let get
right into the contents without wasting your urge to learn more about the research of professional
house chores guide in just a few minutes. You will be revealed after flipping to the next page and
what's more to said, buy this book and flip non-stop like how it coaches you to become “Who's
the leader of house chores from today onward”.



House Cleaning Tips and Tricks51 Simple and Efficient House Cleaning Methods Copyright ©
by Amy Carlene License Notes This book released with license that serve for your personal
conservation only. All contents publication in this book must not be duplicated, given away, or
transmitted in either form of printed or digital copy without author’s permission. If you really like
to share this book, do purchase a copy of this book dedicated for each recipient. Thank you so
much for appreciate and respect the author’s hard work putting this book into great piece of
content for you. Acknowledgements When we realized the current technology was getting
severely quicker and easier yet house cleaning takes forever for a household to fully committed
getting the house chores done. Paying others to help on chores seems embarrassing for some
household yet crediting your cash to them leading expenses here and there. This simple tips and
tricks for house cleaning gathered and tried by our family, friends, friend's families all over as per
stated great reference and their own methods to get the house chores done like a simple
wink. Before you running into havoc getting home from work and want to get your second job
done, reading this book helps you simplify your chores and get the task done. We all
experienced the exhausting house cleaning that's really challenging cause us putting too much
effort yet the cleaning turns messier. In order to get our house chores done, we simplify the task
and wrote it down so that our friends and families can refer back to this book when facing any
challenging house chores or cleaning. Now, to let these tips and tricks spreading all over the
world, we prepared with guides and picturize representation that readers can relax and enjoy
this simplified and beautiful book. House Cleaning Tips and
TricksAcknowledgementsIntroductionSummarized Planner Schedule 1.0 Room1.1 Book dust
shield1.2 Clean ceiling fan with pillow sheets1.3a Remove Cobwebs from your ceiling easily by
using Duct Tape and Paint Roller1.3a Remove Cobwebs by using helium balloons1.4 Cleaning
your TV or Computer Screen with coffee filter1.5 Drawer Inserts1.6 Keep the dust away with
fabric softener1.7 Label your stuff1.8 Lost and found (finding small items like earrings) (Hyde
2013)1.9 Pillow cases to store the bed sheet sets1.10 Remove dust on your lamps using the lint
roller1.11 Remove stubborn stains from carpets with simple method1.12 Reuse newspaper to
turn cloudy mirrors and glasses into sparkling shine1.13 USB Cords holder (Spohr 2014)1.14
Use sticky notes to stick/clean the dust inside your keyboard1.15 Use rubber glove to stick hairs
and pet's fur on your sofa, and chairs and even car interiors.1.16 Vanilla Extract to get rid of the
stinky smells 2.0 Kitchen2.1 Bring silver back to shine like new (Poskin 2014)2.2 Clean broken
glass by using bread slice(Dimitrijevic)2.3 Clean burnt stainless steel pot or pan using vinegar
only(Dimitrijevic)2.4 Clean leftover Stain left Plastic containers2.5 Clean the grease stain on the
wooden cabinet doors with baking soda, vinegar2.6 Clean your coffee grinder smell by grind it
with some uncooked white rice (Durand 2014)2.7 Clean your inside bottle with some uncooked
rice2.8 Cleaning cutting board with Kosher salt and Lemon (Blumberg 2016)2.9 Cleaning the
hard water left on glass2.10 Fast Blender Cleaning(Jaccarino , Durand 2014)2.11 Let Baking
Soda do the cleaning for your rubbish bin2.12 Microwave a kitchen sponge to Kill Germs2.13
Microwave grease cleaner by using lemon only2.14 Newspaper use to remove refrigerator



odor(Manetti 2016)2.15 Unclog your kitchen sink (Jaccarino)2.16 Use lemon to clean stainless
steel (Barns 2015) 3.0 Washroom3.1 Clean Shower head with vinegar (Taylor)3.2 Fog-free
bathroom mirror using shaving cream3.3 Cleaning bathtub in easy way (Hatch 2016)3.4 Make
your bathroom smell constantly fresh3.5 Remove ugly mildew stains from plastic shower curtain
(Barber)3.6 Use vinegar to clean your toilet bowl 4.0 Miscellaneous (T-shirt, Trousers, sock and
etc)4.1 Clean your Cloth Iron over a piece of paper or foil covered with salt (Dimitrijevic)4.2 Dry
your clothes faster4.3 Fold Shirts in few seconds4.4 Fold Trousers in few seconds4.5 Fold
Socks with rolling ball easiest method4.6 Fold Underwear with rolling ball and fold easy
method4.7 How to clean your old sneaker (especially midsoles) using toothpaste4.8 Ironing
cloth using aluminium foil as heat table, helps to heat like ironing both side.4.9 Keep clothes on
hangers using rubber bands (Peppers 2015)4.10 Remove blood stains from your clothes
(Formaro 2013)4.11 Remove food and muddy stains from your clothes (Formaro 2013)4.12
Remove Ink or Lipstick stain from clothes using the hairspray(Formaro 2013)4.13 Shake your
wet clothes before toss into dryer (Piro 2015)4.14 Toothpaste to clean your ring
accessories(Dimitrijevic) SummaryAppreciationReferenceIntroductionHigh technology
nowadays had made human life time become shorter. We prefer to spend our whole day on
electronic device rather than doing house chores. We even hope to spend few minutes on
chores and hours for electronic devices. Doing chores seems hard and takes time especially for
salaried couple as most of them spend more time outside rather than at their home. After back
from work, most of them will likely to get a hot shower and lie on couch to enjoy the TV show. We
target to make things right with less time and cash. By following the tips and tricks shown in this
book, you will find out your life are getting easier.This book will enlighten you on how the
traditional ways of doing chores was never the right ways of doing it. What this book is about to
show you are with chores problem and ways to solve it with instructional form. With exploit of tips
and tricks available, highly recommended steps with precaution of doing thing safely will not be
less expected from this book. Teenagers can even help their family to do house chores the
easiest way they want in order to get the chores done fast yet safe and to continue with their
favorite gadgets of all time. This is the good book recommended to housewife, househusband,
teenagers, or even kids. Kids and teenagers with parent guidance will be exploited to starts their
first easiest experience in doing house chores with guides. With that being said, they eventually
can cast these useful tips and tricks to practically lend their helping hands to their parents.
Important that nowadays to trigger their first time experience in house chores helps to develop
their skills that traditional hard ways will be replaced with modern simple tricks that this books
can provide. Easier to said than done, let get right into the contents without wasting your urge to
learn more about the research of professional house chores guide in just a few minutes. You will
be revealed after flipping to the next page and what's more to said, buy this book and flip non-
stop like how it coaches you to become “Who's the leader of house chores from today
onward”.Summarized Planner ScheduleBelow cleaning tips and tricks will provide you with
easier ways to do the house cleaning. However, if you don’t have any proper planning on how



you going to clean your house, no matter how many tips provided, all will be useless for you.
(Wax , Farquhar 2014) First of all, a cleaning task schedule is needed for fluent cleaning task to
proceed. Try to make a schedule on which area need to be cleaned first, then what need to be
clean before we do any cleaning. Normally the messy area will be the first place to be clean. So
that you can see the effort and get other cleaning task complete. Besides that, timing for
complete each cleaning task also important so that you won't spend too much time on one task
which may prolonged the time for cleaning. Follow the schedule and complete the task on time
to get more free time. Proper cleaning tools are playing important roles when doing house
chores. Improper cleaning tools not only make your cleaning process become tougher but also
slower. Before you start to do house chores, make sure you have purchased and prepared any
necessary tools. You should always follow the Top-to-Bottom Rule for all cleaning task so that
you won't need to redo the task again. In practically, this means if you clean the bottom for
instants like the floor or table then suddenly continue cleaning the ceiling with dust all over the
floor or table that might makes the task repeating and exhausting. The common distraction can
happens anytime and anywhere that slows you down on doing cleaning process. Play your
favourite music can helps you kill the boredom and away from distraction. However, do not
increase you volume too loud as this might cause you unaware of something happening at your
surroundings, for example, telephone ringing, somebody ring you door bell, your baby crying
and etc. Wear appropriate uniforms or outfit during cleaning house chores. Not encourage to
wear skirt for house cleaning. Also, leave your new clothes for outing or shopping not for
cleaning task because during cleaning process may leave the stains on your new shirt. Choose
some old cloth that is suitable for that cleaning task. If cleaning task relates to chemical use,
wear gloves and goggles for safe protection. As task was being scheduled according to previous
tips, accessing the tools at ease to make the task completed quicker. Try to pack and organize
the tools required for much mobility access during the cleaning chores. By making sure those
packed tools placed in a much accessible and safely packed area keeps you or others away
from injured during the task. Make a good use of your both hands multitasking during the chores
but a great helper can double up your cleaning chores as well. Choose someone appropriate to
help you out during the cleaning and faster the cleaning process. Just keep in mind that more
helpers don't mean the task can complete quicker. This is because some helper might make the
job messier during the cleaning task, so choose one or two helpers that are really reliable to help
you out. Get some helpers to arrange your furniture or stuffs away to ease the cleaning process
going on. If you can't do this alone, get somebody to help you with the heavy task. Without those
stuffs blocking you from accessing for cleaning, you just need lesser effort to get the job
done.1.0 Room 1.1 Book dust shieldHang linen at every row of your bookcase can be a good
idea to protect your book from dust and gives a tidy look for uneven volume of books. The length
of the linen should depend on your shortest book height. One more inch should be added to
make sure all books are covered (Living 1999). If you think this is not enough, you can buy few
pieces of Manila card or hard paper then cut according to your book cabinet to cover the book



from the top. With this shield, you no need worry about your books cover with dust and make
cleaning become more easily as you just need to change the linen and hard sheet cover on top
of the book to remove the dust. 1.2 Clean ceiling fan with pillow sheetsThe dust on the ceiling
fan can be easily removed with a broom or a rag. However, on the same time the dusts are falling
around. The dust fall from the ceiling fan may fall on your sofa, TV console and other furnitures
doubling your house chores. By using the pillow sheet, you can stop the dust from falling around
and save your time on house chores.MaterialPillow sheet (Same length as the fan pedal), Chair
or Ladder InstructionsMake sure you can reach the fan at your height, else use STABLE chair or
ladder;Cover the pillow sheet until the end of the fan pedal;Then wipe the fan pedal by slowly
pulling the pillow sheet from inner of the fan pedal to the outer. Wipe both top and bottom of the
fan pedal on the same time. This enable the dust stored in the pillow sheet will not falling
around. For extra information, please try to avoid using a damp rag to clean the fan pedal as it
can make your fan pedal become rusty. 1.3a Remove Cobwebs from your ceiling easily by using
Duct Tape and Paint RollerSpiders commonly make cobwebs at corner of the ceiling. Then, we
usually use broom to remove the webs, but this can cause the dirt mark on the ceiling when
sweeping. Probably we can replace the broom with soft duster that will not cause dirt mark, but
extending the length of soft duster is required to ensure reachability. Following alternatives will
be a great trick as well which can simply get rid by sticking it using duct tape and paint
roller.MaterialPaint Roller, and Duct TapeInstructions
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chores and hours for electronic devices. Doing chores seems hard and takes time especially for
salaried couple as most of them spend more time outside rather than at their home. After back



from work, most of them will likely to get a hot shower and lie on couch to enjoy the TV show. We
target to make things right with less time and cash. By following the tips and tricks shown in this
book, you will find out your life are getting easier.This book will enlighten you on how the
traditional ways of doing chores was never the right ways of doing it. What this book is about to
show you are with chores problem and ways to solve it with instructional form. With exploit of tips
and tricks available, highly recommended steps with precaution of doing thing safely will not be
less expected from this book. Teenagers can even help their family to do house chores the
easiest way they want in order to get the chores done fast yet safe and to continue with their
favorite gadgets of all time. This is the good book recommended to housewife, househusband,
teenagers, or even kids. Kids and teenagers with parent guidance will be exploited to starts their
first easiest experience in doing house chores with guides. With that being said, they eventually
can cast these useful tips and tricks to practically lend their helping hands to their parents.
Important that nowadays to trigger their first time experience in house chores helps to develop
their skills that traditional hard ways will be replaced with modern simple tricks that this books
can provide. Easier to said than done, let get right into the contents without wasting your urge to
learn more about the research of professional house chores guide in just a few minutes. You will
be revealed after flipping to the next page and what's more to said, buy this book and flip non-
stop like how it coaches you to become “Who's the leader of house chores from today
onward”.Summarized Planner ScheduleBelow cleaning tips and tricks will provide you with
easier ways to do the house cleaning. However, if you don’t have any proper planning on how
you going to clean your house, no matter how many tips provided, all will be useless for you.
(Wax , Farquhar 2014) First of all, a cleaning task schedule is needed for fluent cleaning task to
proceed. Try to make a schedule on which area need to be cleaned first, then what need to be
clean before we do any cleaning. Normally the messy area will be the first place to be clean. So
that you can see the effort and get other cleaning task complete. Besides that, timing for
complete each cleaning task also important so that you won't spend too much time on one task
which may prolonged the time for cleaning. Follow the schedule and complete the task on time
to get more free time. Proper cleaning tools are playing important roles when doing house
chores. Improper cleaning tools not only make your cleaning process become tougher but also
slower. Before you start to do house chores, make sure you have purchased and prepared any
necessary tools. You should always follow the Top-to-Bottom Rule for all cleaning task so that
you won't need to redo the task again. In practically, this means if you clean the bottom for
instants like the floor or table then suddenly continue cleaning the ceiling with dust all over the
floor or table that might makes the task repeating and exhausting. The common distraction can
happens anytime and anywhere that slows you down on doing cleaning process. Play your
favourite music can helps you kill the boredom and away from distraction. However, do not
increase you volume too loud as this might cause you unaware of something happening at your
surroundings, for example, telephone ringing, somebody ring you door bell, your baby crying
and etc. Wear appropriate uniforms or outfit during cleaning house chores. Not encourage to



wear skirt for house cleaning. Also, leave your new clothes for outing or shopping not for
cleaning task because during cleaning process may leave the stains on your new shirt. Choose
some old cloth that is suitable for that cleaning task. If cleaning task relates to chemical use,
wear gloves and goggles for safe protection. As task was being scheduled according to previous
tips, accessing the tools at ease to make the task completed quicker. Try to pack and organize
the tools required for much mobility access during the cleaning chores. By making sure those
packed tools placed in a much accessible and safely packed area keeps you or others away
from injured during the task. Make a good use of your both hands multitasking during the chores
but a great helper can double up your cleaning chores as well. Choose someone appropriate to
help you out during the cleaning and faster the cleaning process. Just keep in mind that more
helpers don't mean the task can complete quicker. This is because some helper might make the
job messier during the cleaning task, so choose one or two helpers that are really reliable to help
you out. Get some helpers to arrange your furniture or stuffs away to ease the cleaning process
going on. If you can't do this alone, get somebody to help you with the heavy task. Without those
stuffs blocking you from accessing for cleaning, you just need lesser effort to get the job
done.1.0 Room 1.1 Book dust shieldHang linen at every row of your bookcase can be a good
idea to protect your book from dust and gives a tidy look for uneven volume of books. The length
of the linen should depend on your shortest book height. One more inch should be added to
make sure all books are covered (Living 1999). If you think this is not enough, you can buy few
pieces of Manila card or hard paper then cut according to your book cabinet to cover the book
from the top. With this shield, you no need worry about your books cover with dust and make
cleaning become more easily as you just need to change the linen and hard sheet cover on top
of the book to remove the dust. 1.2 Clean ceiling fan with pillow sheetsThe dust on the ceiling
fan can be easily removed with a broom or a rag. However, on the same time the dusts are falling
around. The dust fall from the ceiling fan may fall on your sofa, TV console and other furnitures
doubling your house chores. By using the pillow sheet, you can stop the dust from falling around
and save your time on house chores.MaterialPillow sheet (Same length as the fan pedal), Chair
or Ladder InstructionsMake sure you can reach the fan at your height, else use STABLE chair or
ladder;Cover the pillow sheet until the end of the fan pedal;Then wipe the fan pedal by slowly
pulling the pillow sheet from inner of the fan pedal to the outer. Wipe both top and bottom of the
fan pedal on the same time. This enable the dust stored in the pillow sheet will not falling
around. For extra information, please try to avoid using a damp rag to clean the fan pedal as it
can make your fan pedal become rusty. 1.3a Remove Cobwebs from your ceiling easily by using
Duct Tape and Paint RollerSpiders commonly make cobwebs at corner of the ceiling. Then, we
usually use broom to remove the webs, but this can cause the dirt mark on the ceiling when
sweeping. Probably we can replace the broom with soft duster that will not cause dirt mark, but
extending the length of soft duster is required to ensure reachability. Following alternatives will
be a great trick as well which can simply get rid by sticking it using duct tape and paint
roller.MaterialPaint Roller, and Duct TapeInstructionsMake sure you have sufficient stick to



extend the paint roller to ensure reachability (Since paint roller can simply use the broom to
extend the length;Take some duct tape and roll it over the roller, make sure the sticky part facing
out so you can use the sticky area to stick the cobwebs;It's time to get some cobwebs. Have you
ever use helium balloons to clean the cobwebs? Try it if you have any helium balloons and it
works as well. 1.3a Remove Cobwebs by using helium balloonsHaving some party with available
helium balloons left? (Manetti 2012)MaterialHelium BalloonInstructionsGet a helium
balloon;Sweep it over the cobwebs and it will stick on the balloon. This little trick is a lot easier
and fun to test if you have a helium balloon. Please keep in mind to ensure the string of the
balloon have to be long enough for you to hold, or else if you let go the string it is very difficult to
get the balloon down off the ceiling. 1.4 Cleaning your TV or Computer Screen with coffee
filterCleaning your screen can be easy, but cleaning your screen without scratching it requires
the correct tips and tricks. You can get the cleaning material right at your kitchen right now which
is a coffee filter.(Mansur 2011)
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